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The Practice Insights newsletter is designed to keep you abreast of all the latest
information available through this innovative service. Whether its informing you about the
newest modules available, the latest additions of top contributing authors, or recently
updated tools and resources that are built to simplify your workday, this newsletter is
designed for you.

NEW MODULE LAUNCH – FAMILY
LAW B.C.
What our in-house Family Law expert Beth
Virtue says “Family law is a complex and
evolving area and no two provinces are the
same. This module provides BC family lawyers
with current, reliable, and practical guidance so
they are always up to date and practice
efficiently.”
The module covers all the core family law areas
including divorce, property and support, and are
supplemented by expert content on specialized
areas like parental alienation, child abduction
and assisted reproductive technology amongst
others.
Read more about the Family Law BC module
here. →

NEW MODULE LAUNCH –
FINANCE
The module covers all the major areas of
Finance including lending, acquisition financing,
lender liability, financial derivatives and
securitization and a host of other areas.
What our in-house content expert says “The
Finance module is a product that makes a
lawyer’s life easier because it has great practice
notes, precedents, checklists and innovative
tools such as smart charts, calculators and
toolkits.”
Read more about the Finance module here.
→

NEW FEATURES
Task-based calculators are now available in
various modules of Practice Advisor, designed
to speed up repetitive tasks so you make the
most of your time.
Read more about Calculators here. →

UPDATED USER INTERFACE
Take a sneak peek into the new User Interface
for Practice Advisor, built to focus on the tools
that matter most to you.
Click here for a preview. →

QUICK TIPS
In this edition of Quick Tips, we show you how
you can easily Email, Download or Print any
document in the product.
Learn about the Delivery Bar here. →

NEW CONTRIBUTORS
Our team of legal writers is constantly adding
the best legal talent in Canada to contribute to
Lexis Practice Advisor Canada.
Here are some of the recently added
practitioners. →

WHAT YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
A quick look at what our Practice Advisor team
did at Western University’s 4th Annual Access
to Justice Symposium on March 20th.
Click here to read more. →
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